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In Situ Insonation of Alkaline Buffer Containing Liposomes
Leads to a Net Improvement of the Therapeutic Outcome in
a Triple Negative Breast Cancer Murine Model

Deyssy Patrucco, Juan Carlos Cutrin, Dario Livio Longo, Elena Botto, Li Cong,
Silvio Aime,* and Daniela Delli Castelli

Breast cancer is characterized by an acidic micro-environment. Acidic
extracellular pH gives cancer cells an evolutionary advantage, hence,
neutralization of the extracellular pH has been considered as a potential
therapeutic strategy. To address the issue of systemic pH alteration, an
approach based on the targeted delivery of the buffering solution to the tumor
region is investigated. The method relies on the use of low frequency
ultrasound and sono-sensitive liposomes loaded with buffers at alkaline pH
(LipHUS). After the i.v. injection of LipHUS, the application of ultrasound (US)
at the sites of the pathology induces a local increase of pH that results highly
effective in i) inhibiting primary tumor growth, ii) reducing tumor recurrence
after surgery, and iii) suppressing metastases’ formation. The experiments are
carried out on a triple negative breast cancer mouse model. The results
obtained demonstrate that localized and triggered release of bicarbonate or
PBS buffer from sonosensitive liposomes represents an efficient therapeutic
tool for treating triple-negative breast cancer. This approach holds promise for
potential clinical translation.
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1. Introduction

Despite significant advances in therapy,
breast cancer still ranks as the 5th leading
cause of cancer-related deaths.[1] In particu-
lar, triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is
an aggressive subtype of breast cancer char-
acterized by the absence on cell membrane
of estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone re-
ceptor (PR), and human epidermal growth
factor receptor 2 (HER2) receptor. Due to
its high invasiveness, metastatic potential,
and lack of therapeutic targets, TNBC ex-
hibits a high rate of early recurrence. Pa-
tients typically experience relapse within 5
years after surgery, leading to a very poor
overall prognosis.[2–4] This situation claims
for a continuous attention for finding im-
proved therapeutic treatments. Recent years
have witnessed a growing interest toward
pH deregulation phenomena taking place
both in the intracellular and extracellular

tumor microenvironment. Such metabolic reprogramming in-
volves intracellular alkalinization of cancer cells and an extra-
cellular micro-environmental acidosis.[5–10]

The poor perfusion and the high metabolic rates are responsi-
ble for generating hypoxic and acidic regions within solid tumors.
In tumor cells, the enhanced glucose catabolism yields a marked
increase of lactate and H+ that are transported outside the cell
(leaving the intracellular pH at normal or even alkaline values).
Aerobic glycolysis generates large amounts of CO2 (formed by
oxidation in the tricarboxylic acid cycle) that, once escaped into
the extracellular space, are hydrated by extracellular membrane-
bound carbonic anhydrases to yield bicarbonate and H+. In the
extracellular space, in the presence of a limited buffering capacity
and reduced vascular drain, the environment becomes acidic.[11]

Moreover, as tumor cells are known to prefer anaerobic glycoly-
sis even in normoxic condition (Warburg effect) the consequent
increase of glucose consumption further contributes to decrease
the extracellular pH. The pH deregulation confers to cancer cells
and tissues important advantages, such as the enhancement of
their resistance to hypoxia and cancer therapy.[12,13] In particular,
the presence of an acidic tumor environment plays a significant
role in tumor progression and it is often associated to increased
invasion and metastases’ formation as well as resistance to drug
therapy[14] and immune suppression,[15] making chemotherapy
less efficient and rising the risk of relapse.
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On this basis, much attention has been devoted to modify
the extracellular pH, either directly or indirectly.[16–19] One of the
most straightforward approaches that have been used to increase
the extracellular tumor pH consists of the oral administration of
sodium bicarbonate and lysine buffer.[20,21] This treatment proved
to be very promising both for its ability to affect the primary tu-
mor growth and for its efficiency to impact on of the metastatic
process.[22,23] However, attempts to translate this process into the
clinic failed due to the poor tolerance of the patients to the sys-
temic treatment.

In this work we report the results of our study aimed at avoid-
ing the side effects associated to the systemic administration
of the alkalinization buffer. We chose to exploit sonosensitive
liposomes loaded with bicarbonate or phosphate basic buffers
and to induce a local release limited, as much as possible, to the
tumor region or to areas involved in the metastases’ formation
process. Sonosensitive liposomes have been successfully used
to selectively deliver drugs to the region of interest.[24,25] In
the present study, the used liposomes (LipHUS) will release
the alkaline buffer payload to increase the local pH upon the
application of suitable US stimuli. The nanocarriers have to
be highly stable in order to maintain the pH gradient between
intra and extracellular compartment until the US activation is
applied.[26]

A wide variety of biomedical imaging techniques (e.g., fluo-
rescence imaging, PET, and MRI) have been investigated in the
last twenty years to measure pH in vivo not invasively.[27] Among
the pH mapping MRI techniques, MRI-CEST with Iopamidol
showed to be a robust tool to assess tumor acidosis and to moni-
tor pH modifications upon therapeutic treatments, providing im-
ages endowed with high spatial resolution.[28] Hence it was de-
cided to apply this method to monitor the efficacy of the in situ
release.

2. Results

Sonosensitive liposomes are phospholipidic vesicles whose
membranes can be temporarily permeabilized, upon the action
of ultrasound stimuli, to release their intraliposomal payload.
The membrane composition of the sonosensitive liposomes used
in this work is as follows: DPPC/DSPC/Chol/DSPE-PEG-2000-
methoxy in the respective molar ratio of 10:5:4:1. To be able to
increase the environmental pH, a solution containing bicarbon-
ate buffer, 150 mm at pH 10.0 (LipHUS HCO3

−) or phosphate
buffer 100 mm at pH 8 (LipHUS HPO4

2-) was entrapped in the
inner compartment

2.1. In Vitro Characterization of the Sonosensitive Liposomes
Loaded with an Alkaline Payload

Liposomes were prepared using the thin film method and ex-
truded in order to obtain nanoparticles with a mean diameter
of 145 nm (±5.41) (Figure 1B). The swelling solution was com-
posed of HCO3

− 150 mm at pH 10. The nanoparticle size distri-
bution polydispersity index (PDI) of 0.052 (±0.02) was assessed
by dynamic light scattering (Figure 1B). An exhaustive dialysis
in NaCl 0.15 m allowed to obtain a suspension of nanovesicles

with an external pH (pHe) of 7.2 (±0.13) and internal pH (pHi)
of 10.0 (Figure 1A). This pH gradient is the peculiarity of these
LipHosomes[26] and it is expected that the pH gradient is main-
tained until when the payload is released upon the application
of the US. To evaluate the pH gradient stability, the liposomes’
suspensions were kept at 25 or 55 °C for 15 min under con-
tinuous pH monitoring. The thermal release is an established
method for promoting the massive release of the liposome’s pay-
load. The temperature at which it occurs depends on the com-
position of the phospholipids of the membrane that define the
transition temperature (Tc) for a given liposome. At the Tc, lipids
undergo a transition (“melting”) from a gel to liquid phase caus-
ing the release of the payload. The transition temperature for
the herein used membrane composition is 55 °C. At room tem-
perature the pH of the liposomal suspension remained stable
whereas the heated suspension displayed a marked increase of
pH, reaching the final value of 9.1 (±0.2). These results clearly in-
dicate that the intraliposomal bicarbonate solution was released
and the pH gradient removed. When the experiments were re-
peated by suspending the liposomal solution in PBS buffer, the
lipHosomes resulted stable at room temperature with no pH vari-
ations whereas at 55 °C the expected payload release took place
but the PBS medium buffered the pH change, yielding a final
value close to 7.5 (±0.04).

The pH gradient stability was further investigated in condi-
tions mimicking the in vivo conditions. The stability of LipHo-
somes was monitored over 3 h at 37 °C by measuring the pH of
the liposomes’ suspension in i) NaCl isotonic solution (solution
A); ii) in PBS (solution B); iii) in human serum (HS) reconstituted
in NaCl (solution C); iv) in HS reconstituted in PBS (solution D)
(Figure 2).

The pH of the specimen A was stable for the first hour with a
slight increase after 2 h, remaining close to the neutrality values
(7.2–7.4). In the case of the specimen B, the pH was stable for at
least 2 h (7.2–7.4). These findings indicate that the lipHosomes
are quite stable and, also in the case there is some release of the
basic payload, the solution is able to buffer the amount of released
sodium bicarbonate.

When the LipHosomes were suspended in human serum re-
constituted in NaCl (Specimen C) the solution pH remained sta-
ble only for the first 15 min; after one hour it exceeded the phys-
iological pH and 2 h later it reached a value of 7.8. This means
that in human serum, lipHosomes are less stable and the pH gra-
dient is difficult to be maintained after 1 h. The main players in
the destabilization of the liposomal membrane in human serum
are represented by lipoproteins able of interfering with the pack-
aging of the phospholipid bilayer.

For specimen D, where the lipHosomes were suspended in hu-
man serum rehydrated in PBS buffer (physiological conditions),
the pH resulted stable for the first 15 min, then started to increase
slowly remaining within the maximum value of the physiologi-
cal range (pH of 7.4). Likely the release of bicarbonate is the same
as for solution C but the presence of PBS prevents the pH to rise
above 7.4. Being specimen D the one that better mimics the phys-
iological conditions encountered by lipHUS when injected into
the blood stream, we draw the conclusion that no systemic alka-
linization is expected to occur after the in vivo administration of
LipHosomes in the slot of time elapsing between the injection
and the US insonation step.
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Figure 1. Characterization of HCO3
− loaded LipHosome. A) Schematic picture of the lipHosome with indication of the pH values for the intra and extra

liposomal compartments. B) Liposome dimensions measured by means of dynamic light scattering. C) Membrane phospholipidic composition. D)
Effect of thermal treatment on the PDI value relative to the LipHosomes size distribution. E) pH values of the HCO3

− loaded LipHosomes suspensions
in NaCl or PBS kept at 25 °C or 55 °C.

The in vitro study of HPO4
2- loading lipHosomes showed an

almost identical behavior in terms of the overall stability and the
release response to US stimuli. The details of these experiments
are reported in the Supporting Information (Figure S1, Support-
ing Information).

2.2. In Vitro Tests to Assess the Liposomal Payload Release upon
US Stimuli

The lipHosomes of specimen A were subjected to low intensity
pulsed ultrasound waves at different acoustic pressure, varying
the amplitude in the wave generator. The obtained results sug-
gest that it is possible to control the release of the payloads from
these nanosystems by applying an increasing acoustic pressure.
Upon rising the amplitude to 300 mVpp, an increase in the so-
lution pH from 7.2 to 9.3 ± 0.2 was measured (Figure 3B). In-
deed there is a linear relationship between the amplitude and
the measured pH (R2 0.954) in the range of US amplitude from

255 to 300 mVpp (Figure 3A). Above 300 mVpp bicarbonate is
fully released. These results indicate that one may control the bi-
carbonate dose released from the nanosystem by acting on the
ultrasound-generating device. Interestingly the measured PDI af-
ter the application of the US stimuli is very similar to the one
measured pre-stimuli (p-value 0.5), suggesting that the release of
the payload does not significantly affect the size of the nanovesi-
cles (Figure 3C). Upon the application of acoustic waves on lipHo-
somes of specimen A, a marked enhancement of the solution pH
was observed (p-value < 0.0001), whereas the same treatment on
lipHosomes of the specimen B resulted only in a slight pH in-
crease, in analogy to what observed above in the case of the ther-
mally activated release (Figure 2D).

2.3. Effect of the LipHUS Treatment on Primary Tumor Growth

To get an in-depth assessment of the LipHUS treatment on
the primary tumor growth it was necessary to design a set of
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Figure 2. Measurement of solution pH variations of HCO3
− loading LipHosomes at 37 °C. A) LipHosomes suspended in NaCl 0.15 m at pH 6.9 (white

square), B) LipHosomes suspended in PBS buffer at pH 7.1 (white circle), C) LipHosomes suspended in Human Serum reconstituted in NaCl (black
square), D) LipHosomes suspended in human serum reconstituted in PBS (black circle); similar results were obtained when the LipHosomes were
suspended in murine serum (Figure S2, Supporting Information).

Figure 3. In vitro tests to assess the payload release from LipHosomes upon the application of US stimuli. A) Sketch to represent the effect of ultrasound
stimuli to induce the payload release from lipHosomes. B) Solution pH values measured after the application of the US at different amplitude to the
LipHosomes suspension (specimen A). C) Measured PDI values for the LipHosomes’ suspension (specimens A and B) after the application of US. D)
Solution pH measured for LipH HCO3

− suspensions (specimens A and B) pre- and post the application of US stimuli.
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Figure 4. Tumor growth from day 0 to day 10. At day 0 the mass of the tumor is about 60 mm3. i) COHORT 1(NT) mice not treated (NT, dark green
triangle), ii) COHORT 2(LB) mice treated with lipHosomes loaded with bicarbonate without US-treatment (LipH HCO3

− US, light green square), iii)
COHORT 3(LNU) mice treated with empty LipHosomes and US treatment at the tumor (Lip NaCl US + tumor US, light blue rhombus); iv) COHORT
4(LBU) mice treated with sonosensitive lipHosomes loaded with bicarbonate with US treatment at the tumor (LipH HCO3

− US+ tumor US, violet circle),
v) COHORT 5 (LBUA) mice treated with sonosentive lipHosomes loaded with bicarbonate with US treatment of the primary tumor and at the level of
pulmonary artery (LipH HCO3

− US + tumor and PA US, pink triangle), vi) COHORT 6(LPUA) mice treated with sonosensitive lipHosomes loaded with
phosphate treated as in (v) (LipH HPO4

2− US + tumor and PA US, orange full circle). Each experiment was repeated at least three times. The results were
presented as mean ± standard deviation. Significant differences between two groups were assessed by unpaired Student’s t-test. Statistical analyses of
in vivo experiments were performed using GraphPad Prism software by two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test and one-way ANOVA with Newman–Keuls’s
test significance was settled at the 5% level. p-value < 0.05 was marked as *, p-value < 0.01 was marked as ** and p-value < 0.001 was marked as ***.

experiments that would allow the acquisition of the relevant in-
formation on the several involved effects. This task implied the
set-up of six cohorts of animal models whose tumor growth was
monitored over time during the application of the therapeutic
protocol. The results are reported in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4, there was a significant difference in the
tumor growth between controls and the properly treated cohorts,
already four days after the beginning of the first treatment. Im-
portantly, for the properly treated cohorts, the tumor masses did
not show any significant growth over all the monitored time. It
is also interesting to notice that among the properly treated co-
horts there is no significant difference between lipHosomes con-
taining bicarbonate and lipHosomes loaded with phosphate, thus
supporting the view that the observed effect is due to the buffer-
ing capacity of the tumor microenvironment rather than to other
effects of bicarbonate.

As a control of the successful release of bicarbonate by the
lipHosomes following the application of the ultrasound pulse,
both urine pH and extracellular tumor pH were measured. The
urine was collected and the pH measurements were acquired ex
vivo with a standard pH-meter. The pH of urine samples from
treated mice showed an increase in respect to the values of the
not treated ones, from 5.5 to 6.6 (Figure S4, Supporting Informa-
tion). Anyhow it is worth noting that the observed increase still
maintained the urine pH in its physiological range.

By using Iopamidol as pH MRI reporter, in vivo extracellular
tumor pH was mapped pre- and post- US-treatment following the

injection of sonosensitive lipHosomes loaded with bicarbonate
(Figure 5).

The average extracellular tumor pH of triple negative 4T1 tu-
mors before treatment was 6.86 ± 0.05. After the administra-
tion of LipHUS and the application of the ultrasound stimuli,
a marked and statistically significant increase of tumor pHe val-
ues to 6.97 ± 0.10 was observed (p < 0.05, Figure 5B). Thus MRI
CEST maps fully supports the view that extracellular tumor pH
underwent a marked alkalinization upon the applied treatment
(Figure 5A). By careful inspection on the frequency distribution
of the tumor pHe values one clearly draw the conclusion that
there is a net reduction of the number of pixels with acidic values
and the corresponding increase of tumor pixels with less acidic
(or more neutral) pH values after the treatment (Figure 5C).

2.4. Effect of the LipH/HCO3
−/US Treatment on Tumor

Recurrence after Surgery

On day 10, the primary tumor was surgery excised. On day 14
mice underwent to a new, combined LipH /HCO3

−/US treat-
ment with insonation applied in the area where the tumors were
surgically resected in order to evaluate the efficacy of the treat-
ment on tumor relapse. The same scheme of liposomes ad-
ministration and insonation used for the primary tumor treat-
ment was adopted. Again six mice cohorts were investigated.
Just a minor change has been introduced as cohort COHORT
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Figure 5. Assessment of tumor pHe changes by MRI-CEST imaging. A) Representative MRI-Iopamidol-CEST maps of extracellular tumor pH of 4T1
murine model before (left) and after (right) the treatment with sonosensitive lipHosomes loaded with bicarbonate (LipH HCO3

−)) injected at the dose
of 0.17 mmol kg−1 and ultrasound application at the tumor site. B) Quantification of averaged tumor pHe values (three mice) before and after US
treatment with sonosensitive lipHosomes loaded with bicarbonate (LipH HCO3

−). C) Histograms of voxel by voxel tumor pH values for a representative
tumor (the one showed in panel B) before (PRE, black) and after (POST, gray) the treatment with sonosensitive lipHosomes loaded with bicarbonate
(LipH HCO3

−) and ultrasound application at the tumor site.
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Figure 6. Tumor growth of 4T1 murine model after the surgical removal of the primary lesion; day 10 is the day of the surgery. i) COHORT 1(NT) mice not
treated (NT, dark green triangle), ii) COHORT 2(LB) mice treated with sonosensitive lipHosomes loaded with bicarbonate without US-treatment (LipH
HCO3

− US, light green square), iii) COHORT 3(LNU) mice treated with empty liposomes and US applied at the tumor cavity(Lip NaCl US + tumor US,
light blue rhombus); iv) COHORT 4(LBU) mice treated with sonosensitive lipHosomes loaded with bicarbonate with US treatment applied at the tumor
cavity (LipH HCO3

− US + tumor US, violet circle), v) COHORT 5 (LBUA) mice treated with sonosentive lipHosomes loaded with bicarbonate with US
treatment applied at the tumor cavity and at the level of pulmonary artery (LipH HCO3

− US + tumor and PA US, pink triangle), vi) COHORT 6(LPUA)
mice treated with sonosensitive lipHosomes loaded with phosphate with US treatment applied at the tumor cavity and at the level of the pulmonary artery
(LipH HPO4

2− US + tumor and PA US, orange full circle). Each experiment was repeated at least three times (n = 3). The results were presented as mean
± standard deviation. Statistical analyses of in vivo experiments were performed using GraphPad Prism software by two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test
and one-way ANOVA with Newman–Keuls’s test. Significant differences between two groups were assessed by unpaired Student’s t-test. Significance
was settled at the 5% level. p-value < 0.05 was marked as *, p-value < 0.01 was marked as **, and p-value < 0.001 was marked as ***.

5 (LBUA) received US irradiation also at the level of pulmonary
artery in addition to the tumor cavity The control cohorts (co-
hort 1(NT),2(LB),3(LNU)) showed that the recurrence of the tu-
mor lesion was already detectable at day 17 followed by an ex-
ponential growth. In contrast, all the treated cohorts showed
a very limited recurrence at the resected primary tumor site
(Figure 6).

2.5. Effect of the Liposomes Loaded with HCO3
− and US

Treatment on Metastases Formation

There is ample evidence that the metastatic process is favored by
the acidic pH at the extracellular tumor region.[19] Therefore, it
is expected that the applied alkalinizing protocols might be effec-
tive also on preventing the metastatic process. As shown above,
the increase of pH was pursued through an i.v. injection of lipo-
somes containing a buffer solution at pH 10 and by applying an
external ultrasound stimulus at the tumor region (cohort 4(LBU))
or by applying a double insonation both at the primary tumor le-
sion and at the level of the pulmonary artery (cohort 5(LBUA)
and 6(LPUA)). The latter ultrasound stimulus was applied to as-
sess whether the treatment was able to prevent the engraftment
of circulating tumor cells at niches eventually characterized by
an acidic pH. The metastases were visualized in vivo by anatom-
ical T2w MR image acquisition before the mice were sacrificed.
As shown in Figure 7, healthy lungs filled with air showed no
signal and appeared black in the MR image. On the contrary, the
metastatic tissue resulted in high intensity globular signal scat-
tered in the chest (Figure 7B,F). After the sacrifice, the lungs were
stained by intra-tracheal injection of India ink. The strong nega-
tive charge on the tumor cell surface prevented ink from enter-

ing in the metastases and allowed the identification of the sec-
ondary tumor lesions (in white whereas the healthy pulmonary
tissue was black) (Figure 7D,H). In order to enumerate macro-
scopic metastasis by ImageJ, the lungs of all mice cohorts were
stained to be Imaged by MR T2w images with slice thickness of
0.5 mm. The MR images acquired ex vivo on healthy lung tissue
showed a higher signal intensity in respect to the signal arising
from the underperfused metastatic tissue (Figure 7C,G). Finally
the assessments of metastatic tissue were performed by histolog-
ical analysis. (Figure 7E,I; Figure S3, Supporting Information).
The US stimulus was not applied directly in the lungs because
of the air, but in the blood stream at the pulmonary artery level.
Histology acquired on mice at the end of the US treatment clearly
showed that there are not alteration of the acinar lung architec-
ture, as is shown in the microscopic images (Figure S6, Support-
ing Information).

As shown in the case of the cohort 4(LBU)), the treatment
with LipHUS and ultrasound applied at the primary tumor site
was, per se, able to significantly reduce the number of metas-
tases compared to not treated mice (p-value < 0.05). However the
additional insonation performed at the level of the pulmonary
artery (treatment of cohorts 5(LBUA) and 6(LPUA)) had a further
strengthening of this effect, that resulted particularly evident in
the case of cohort 5(LBUA). The India Ink staining (Figure 7D,H)
confirmed the different number of metastases as the histologi-
cal staining (Figure 7E,I). An unexpected very high number of
metastases were found for control mice of cohort 3(LNU) with
respect to the not treated ones. This feature is worth being deep-
ened but it is beyond the scope of this work and will be the subject
of a new study.

The weight of all the mice involved in the study was measured
each day over the three weeks of the study. No relevant weight loss
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Figure 7. Effect of treatment on the metastases’ formation process. A) The histograms report on the number of metastases detected at day 21 for each
cohort. B) In vivo MRI T2w image of NT mice lungs (metastases indicated by red arrows). C) Ex vivo MRI-T2w of NT mice lungs (metastases indicated
by white arrows). D) India Ink stained NT mice lung ex vivo (metastases indicated by black arrows). E) H&E stained NT mice lungs (metastases in dark
violet). F) In vivo MRI-T2w Image of mice lungs after treatment with LipHosome loaded with HCO3

− and insonated at the tumor site and at the level of
pulmonary artery (metastases indicated by red arrows). G) Ex vivo MRI-T2w image of mice lungs treated as in (F) (metastases indicated by white arrows).
H) India Ink stained mice lungs ex vivo treated as in (F) (metastases indicated by black arrows). I) H&E stained mice lungs treated as in (F) (metastases
in dark violet). Each experiment was repeated independently at least three times. The results were presented as mean ± standard deviation. Significant
differences between two groups were assessed by unpaired Student’s t-test. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-hoc was performed to compare the
metastases number of treated to the untreated group of and to compare the therapeutic effect of single ultrasound treatments to the double ultrasound
applications. Significance was settled at the 5% level. p-value < 0.05 was marked as *, p-value < 0.01 was marked as **, and p-value < 0.001 was marked
as ***.

was recorded for any investigated cohort (see Figure S3, Support-
ing Information).

3. Discussion

In this study we explored the possible therapeutic effect of mi-
croenvironment pH regulation i) on the primary tumor growth,
ii) on its relapse, and iii) on its metastatic potential, in a TNBC
murine model. It is a well-accepted view that the decrease in ex-
tracellular pH leads to an enhanced aggressiveness of the pri-
mary tumor and several studies have suggested how the action of
a buffer is able to slowdown or reduce the tumor growth.[19,29,21,22]

In this study, we investigated how bicarbonate encapsulated in
stealth sonosensitive liposomes released at the sites of interest
in a controlled manner can affect the tumor progression. In the
used liposomal formulation, the pH of the internal solution is
highly alkaline (pH 10) and the pH gradient with the external
compartment is kept until the action of the US stimulus causes
the release of the liposome’s payload. The application of US to
sonoliposomes definitively improves the bioavailability of the al-
kaline buffer loaded into the nanoparticles either when trapped
in the extracellular matrix or flowing through the tumor vascula-
ture. We decided to apply the US irradiation at the tumor region
immediately after the i.v. injection to maximize the attainable in-
crease of the local pH. The release of the alkaline payload is then
maximized at the irradiated regions whereas the LipHosomes cir-
culating in other body districts are not affected. Actually they act
as an internal pool to supply bicarbonate/phosphate when they
enter the US irradiation areas, that is, at the tumor region and/or
at the regions identified as likely sites for the metastases’ forma-
tion.

The 4T1 TNBC model was chosen in virtue of its ability to
be an aggressive tumor phenotype similar to human breast can-
cer disease.[23,30–36] Moreover, it is known that the disease pro-
gression in the used model results spontaneously in pulmonary
metastatic lesions.[23,33] Localized and controlled drug release
by means of low intensity US has found interesting applica-
tions in recent years.[16,17] The transient permeabilization of these
nanocarriers depends on properties of the overall composition of
their membrane.[37,24] The membrane composition used for this
study (DPPC/DSPC/Chol/DSPE-PEG-2000 molar ratio 10:5:4:1)
was already used to generate liposomes sensitive to low intensity
pulsed ultrasound.[25] The liposomes used in this work are not
only sonosensitive but are also able to maintain a pH gradient be-
tween intra and extra liposomal medium for a time well sufficient
for the intended application. This type of liposomes has been al-
ready described for applications in in vitro ligand anti-ligand test
where they have been named LipHosomes.[26] A good prediction
of the in vivo stability of liposomes can be obtained by studying
the in vitro behavior in serum at 37 °C. The aim was to check the
stability of the pH gradient as the passage of H3O+ through the
membrane could, in principle, be easier than other solutes. We
have observed that a stability of the pH gradient in physiologi-
cal condition is granted for the first 30 min followed by a slow
increase (Figure 2). In the herein proposed therapeutic protocol,
the objective is to maintain the pH gradient in vivo until lipo-
somes are induced to release their payload upon the application
of US stimuli in the region of interest. The US stimulus is there-
fore applied immediately after the i.v. injection of the liposomes
in order to maximize the pH variation in the insonated area. In
order to verify that the release has occurred, we performed in
vivo pH measurement in the tumor area before and after the
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Figure 8. Scheme of the in vivo experiments. The aim of this study is the modification of pH in tumor extracellular microenvironment and the assessment
of the effects on the growth of the primary tumor, on metastases formation and on the recurrence of lesions at the site of the primary tumor. Before
applying the therapeutic protocol, we waited for the tumor volume to reach 60 mm3. Local tumor insonation, performed immediately after liposome
injection, was repeated three times every four days prior to surgical resection of the tumor, which occurred on the tenth day from the start of the
therapeutic protocol. After the surgery, the treatment was repeated three times every four days, either in the operated area or in the pulmonary artery, in
order to induce an increase in pH in the lungs as well.

administration of the LipH suspension and application of the
US stimuli. Although a wide range of imaging techniques[27] are
available for assessing tumor pH in vivo, MRI appears the most
suitable one for the highest temporal and anatomical resolution.
Among the MRI techniques, MRI-CEST tumor pH imaging with
Iopamidol showed to be a useful tool to map tumor acidosis and
pH modifications after therapeutic treatments. The method is en-
dowed with high spatial resolution and allows to assess the het-
erogeneity of extracellular acidification.[18,28] In vivo experiments
showed a marked and significant increase of the tumor pH be-
fore and after the treatment with LipH-US, with a clear shift from
more acidic to less acidic tumor pH values inside the whole tu-
mor region. Further evidence of the payload release from lipo-
somes upon insonation is provided by the measurements of pH
in the urine (Figure S4, Supporting Information). An increase in
pH from 5.5 to 6.5 was observed within the first two hours after
the insonation of liposomes.

The treatment, consisting of an i.v. injection of lipHosomes
followed by the application of US for 90 s at the tumor region
(Figure 8), started when the tumor volume reached 60 mm3

and was repeated three times during the following ten days
(Scheme 1). During this period the size of the tumor lesions
was measured for all mice. For those cohorts that have received
the alkalinizing protocols the primary tumor growth has been
markedly slowed down, apparently some of them seemed to stop
growing at all (Figure 4). This observation is in agreement with

what reported by Abumanhal-Masarweh et al.[37] who reported
that the combined treatment of triple-negative breast cancer cells
(4T1) with doxorubicin and sodium-bicarbonate enhanced drug
uptake and increased its anti-cancer activity. Doxorubicin as ion-
izable weak-base freely permeates membranes in its uncharged
form. In acidic environments, weak bases become charged and
their permeability through the phospholipidic bilayer is inhib-
ited. The bicarbonate was brought to the tumor region by LipHo-
somes and showed to accumulate at the extracellular space due to
the known EPR effect. In an in vitro experiment it was shown that
the effect of free bicarbonate was greater than that observed for
the entrapped bicarbonate thus suggesting that the bicarbonate
action is effective when outside the cells. Moreover, upon carry-
ing out US imaging, the authors surmised the formation of CO2
from the liposomal bicarbonate as the increased contrast was as-
signed to the CO2 gas detectable by ultrasonic imaging. Along
this line of reasoning a liposome encapsulating NH4HCO3 solu-
tion was investigated as Photo Acoustic Imaging contrast agent
whose enhanced response relies on the formation of CO2 which
swells under specific optical laser wavelengths.[39]

Another interesting approach to increase pH in the tumor
ECM was made by administering vaterite CaCO3 nanoparticles
whose dissolution is determined by the [H+].[40] The lower pH
of the ECM in the tumor region yields the formation of Ca2+

and CO3
2− ions. The latter ones enter the equilibrium reaction

with bicarbonate and, in turn, with H2CO3 that decomposes to
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Scheme 1. Schematic description of the therapeutic protocol timeline and of the Mice cohorts. The control mice group was divided into three subgroups:
i) untreated mice (NT), COHORT 1(NT), ii) mice treated with sonosensitive liposomes loaded with sodium bicarbonate (LipH HCO3

−, indicated as LB in
the identification name of the cohort), no insonation, COHORT 2(LB), iii) mice administered with sonosensitive liposomes loaded with NaCl (Lip-NaCl,
indicated as LN in the identification name of the cohort) and treated with ultrasound (insonation in situ will be referred as U in the identification name
of the cohort) COHORT 3 (LNU). In the second group, the tumor bearing mice were divided into three subgroups: i) mice injected with lipH HCO3

−

and insonated on the primary tumor mass, COHORT 4(LBU), ii) mice treated with LipH HCO3
− and subjected to ultrasonic treatment on the tumor

and on the pulmonary artery (insonation in the pulmonary artery will be referred as A in the identification name of the cohort), COHORT 5(LBUA), iii)
mice treated with liposome incapsulating sodium phosphate at pH 10.0 instead of HCO3

− (Lip HPO4
2−, referred as LP in the identification name of the

cohort) with a double insonation, first on the tumor and then on the pulmonary artery, COHORT 6(LPUA).

water and CO2. The attained ΔpH value of 0.2 unit was mea-
sured with a 0.5 mm invasive in vivo pH electrode probe upon
using nanoparticles of 100 nm diameter. The administration of
CaCO3 nanoparticles resulted in a significant inhibition of tumor
growth. However, discontinuation of the nano-CaCO3 treatment
partially reversed this trend, resulting in the acceleration of the
tumor growth rate. Clearly an improved control of the alkalin-
ization procedure at the tumor region appears necessary but the
obtained results further supports the view that the alkalinization
approach is a valuable one. Furthermore a more accurate method
to assess the extracellular pH is needed as the assumption that
the observed pH value from the invasive electrode probe could be
assigned to the pH of the extracellular space is largely tentative.

To evaluate whether the therapeutic effect on the tumor growth
has to be associated to the pH rise and not on to an effect of the
microbubbles of CO2 that could form from bicarbonate release,
we tested liposomes in which bicarbonate was replaced by phos-
phate buffer. The combination of LipHUS HPO4

2− and low inten-
sity pulsed ultrasound seems to be effective as the combination
of LipHUS HCO3

−, as shown with cohort 5(LBUA) and 6(LPUA).
This finding clearly indicates that the pH buffering is the main
cause for the observed effect on the growth of the primary
tumor.

The main issue in translating the use of buffers into the clinic
was related to the large dose to be administered. Our preclini-
cal work shows that with the localized delivery it is possible to
reduce by 300 times the dose and obtain very good therapeutic
effects. It is straightforward to say that reducing the dose will re-
duce possible side effects and it may limit what several articles
reported on the occurrence of systemic alkalosis following the
oral buffer treatment. In some cases a pH of 9 was measured
in the urine.[41,42] On the contrary, in our study the urine pH of

treated mice was never higher than 6.5 until few hours after the
treatment (Figure S4, Supporting Information).

The remarkable results obtained by applying this treatment
on primary tumor, led us to test its efficacy on the recurrence
and metastatic events, that are the leading causes of poor prog-
nosis in triple negative breast cancer. The TNBC is character-
ized by having a 5-years overall survival rate that is significantly
lower than the other subtypes of breast cancer, with an early peak
of recurrence.[34,35] Thus, a localized treatment to avoid the re-
currence of this type of tumor is most of need. Despite all the
progress made in molecular characterization and classification
of breast cancer into various subtypes, the heterogeneity in re-
sponse to standard chemotherapy regimens makes it difficult to
identify a signaling pathways or oncogenes target that can be
used to escape the relapse.[36] Therefore, using pH as targeted
therapy seems to be an approach able to act on different key func-
tional nodes.[43] In this study, mice of cohort 4(LBU), 5(LBUA)
and 6(LPUA), were continued to be treated even after surgery.
Very delayed recurrence or no recurrence at all was observed dur-
ing ten days after the surgery whereas control groups displayed
an evident tumor recurrence already at the 7th day after surgery
and at day 10th after surgery the tumor masses have already
reached a volume of 500 mm3 (Figure 6). These results prove
that controlled release of buffer in the tumor might be a non-
invasive, reliable method to fight the recurrence. There are sev-
eral mechanisms that can contributes to the success of therapy,
indeed, the bicarbonate therapy was associated with increased
T-cell infiltration, that is correlated with good prognosis in dif-
ferent solid cancers.[40,44] Another mechanism that seems to be
pivotal in carcinogenesis progression is the autophagy, regulat-
ing the maintenance of cancer stemness and inducing the tumor
recurrence.[45–47] Recently, the increase of pH has been related
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also with alterations in the cells autophagy.[48] Finally the third
level we wanted to test the efficacy of the herein proposed thera-
peutic protocol is on the possibility of controlling the metastases
spread out.

It has been reported that increasing the primary tumor pH is
expected to decrease the tumor metastatization activity. Several
reports demonstrated that tumor acidic pH contribute to pro-
vide a hostile environment in the peritumoral healthy tissues, re-
sulting in extracellular matrix degradation, altered angiogenesis,
and immune response suppression.[49–54] Therefore, the use of a
method to buffer the acidic pH through the systemic administra-
tion of buffers was used to reduce lung metastasis with a positive
outcome.[10,55,56] However, mixed results were obtained with this
approach in different tumor murine models.[57] A recent study,
on the same murine tumor model used in this work, reported that
the treatment ad libitum with 200 mm of bicarbonate buffer did
not provide any effect in the number of lung metastasis.[58] The
herein proposed protocol, where two insonations are conceived
to trigger a local bicarbonate release in the tumor region and
at the level of pulmonary artery, appears to represent a possible
improvement with respect to the previous buffer administration
protocols. The insonation of the pulmonary artery region had the
scope to alter the pH in the lungs, that is the organ most involved
in 4T1 tumor metastasis, thus preventing the engraftment of
blood circulating tumor cells. It is worth noting that the number
of lung metastases is significantly reduced even for mice belong-
ing to the cohort 4(LBU) that received a single insonation on the
primary tumor compared to not treated mice. Cohort 5(LBUA)
and 6(LPUA), that have received the second insonation, displayed
a reduction in lung metastasis formation even more significant
and some mice of this groups have not developed any metastasis
at all. Finally it was found that no difference in the therapeutic
outcome was observed for 5(LBUA) and 6(LPUA) protocols, thus
indicating that PBS buffer or bicarbonate buffer could be indif-
ferently used for the herein proposed method (Figure 7).

4. Conclusions

In this study we have presented promising results showing a
nearly complete tumor healing for a TNBC murine model upon
treatment with localized alkalinizing therapy. The therapeutic
protocol consists in the administration of buffer at high pH, en-
capsulated into sonosensitive liposomes, followed by the applica-
tion of low frequency ultrasound in the tumor region and at the
pulmonary artery. The liposomes administration was performed
three times during the primary tumor growth and two times after
tumor surgery. Mice under treatment showed a remarkable ef-
fect on the growth of the primary tumor lesion. In several cases
it was found that the treatment led to a full stop in the tumor
growth. After the surgery, treated mice displayed no recurrence
and the number of metastasis was very low with respect to the
control groups. Even though similar results were already antici-
pated for alkalinizing therapy, this protocol requires a dose 300
times lower with respect to therapy performed by oral or intra-
venous buffer administration. Moreover, no systemic alkaliniza-
tion occurs. The low dose of buffer required for this treatment
seems to be an excellent starting point for translating this therapy
into the clinic. From these preclinical observations it is not pos-
sible to state whether the therapeutic protocol could be fully effi-

cient on its own or will be useful only as support to conventional
therapy. Clinical trials were recently carried out based on the
transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) to deliver doxorubicin-
lipiodol emulsion and oxaliplatin/homocamptothecin and at the
same time embolize the tumor feeding arteries, in combination
or not with bicarbonate within the tumor.[59] This clinical trial
showed that the presence of the buffering treatment brought an
improved anticancer activity of TACE. This strategy might be fur-
ther implemented by the use of herein described LipHUS. Finally
we think that an important achievement of this work consists
in the identification of a novel approach to avoid the recurrence
of triple negative breast cancer after surgical removal. Being the
small buffering doses involved and the noninvasive characteris-
tics of the treatment, the herein reported procedure may be con-
sidered for clinical translations by breast tumor surgeons.

5. Experimental Section
Liposomes Preparation: The ultrasound-sensible phospholipidic film

was prepared as described by Rizzitelli et al.[25] Briefly, all the phos-
pholipids used were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipid Inc. (Alabaster,
AL, USA), whereas all other chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich (Milano,
Italy). DSPE-PEG-2000- methoxy, DPPC, DSPC, and Cholesterol (molar
ratio DPPC/DSPC/Chol/DSPE-PEG-2000-methoxy 10:5:4:1, 40 mg mL−1)
were dissolved in chloroform and then dried under rotation in a rotavapor
system for 2 h. The film formed on the balloon wall was further dried under
vacuum for 4 h. In this study the thin phospholipidic film was hydrated at
55 °C with:

i. sodium bicarbonate 150 mm (basified with NaOH to pH 10.0) (LipH
HCO3

−) or with
ii. sodium phosphate 100 mm (basified with NaOH to pH 10.0) (LipH

HPO4
2−) using the method reported by Tripepi et al.[26] or with

iii. NaCl 0.15 m (Lip NaCl).

The former two liposomes contained buffers at high concentration and
could maintain a pH gradient between intra and extra liposomal medium
whereas the third had no pH gradient between intra and extraliposomal
space, as observed by Tripepi et al.[26]

To generate nanocarriers of defined and uniform size, they were ex-
truded by passing the liposome suspension through a polycarbonate
membrane filter with pores of decreasing size (800 nm, 400 nm, 200 nm,
100 nm). The final suspension of vesicles was purified by exhaustive dial-
ysis carried out at 4 °C against 0.15 m NaCl aqueous solution at pH 7.
The vesicles were characterized by using DLS (Zetasizer NanoZS, Malvern,
UK) to define the mean hydrodynamic diameter and the polydispersity of
the system.

In Vitro Release Experiments: In order to assess the payload release po-
tential, the liposomes’ suspensions were either heated or treated with US
and the results were compared. To assess the thermal activation of the
content release, the nanovesicles suspension, diluted 1:10 in NaCl 0.15 m
in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) or in human serum (HS), were heated
at 55 °C for 15 min. To follow the release induced by ultrasound, the li-
posomes’ suspension was diluted in the various buffers and insonated
for 1.5 min at different acoustic pressure. Low intensity pulsed ultrasound
was generated using 1 MHz transducer (Precision Acoustics, UK). The
pulsed mode was managed by wave generator set on burst mode (duty
cycle (DC) 50%, pulse repetition frequency (PRF 4 Hz)), connected to a
power amplifier 50 dB.

Mouse Model: For in vivo experiment BALB/C 7 week-old female
were purchased from Charles River Laboratory (USA) and maintained
in standard condition according to the European directive 2010/63 on
the protection of animals used for scientific purposes and transposed
on Legislative Decree 26/2014. All in vivo experiments were accom-
plished with the prior approval of Italian Ministry of Health (Experimental
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protocol authorization n. 63/2016-PR, released on 03/03/2017 for proto-
col n. 21658.EXT.4).

To obtain breast mouse model, mice were injected subcutaneously with
1 × 104 4T1 cells.

The 4T1 breast cancer cell line metastatic processes followed the onset
of the primary tumor lesion. The metastases occurred via a hematogenous
route to liver, lungs, bone, and brain. The 4T1 cells grew aggressively and
caused a uniformly lethal disease even after excision of the primary tu-
mor. The application of the therapeutic protocol started when the tumor
reached the volume of about 60 mm3. Local tumor insonation, performed
immediately after liposome injection, was repeated three times every four
days prior to surgical resection of the tumor, which occurred on the tenth
day from the start of the therapeutic protocol. After the surgery, the treat-
ment was repeated three times every four days, either in the surgical cavity
or at the level of the pulmonary artery. The aim was to induce an increase
in pH in the lungs being this organ a well-established target for metastases
in this type of breast cancer model.

In Vivo Experiments—Cohorts Description: After ten days, mice with a
tumor volume of 60 mm3 (±10) were recruited and divided in 6 cohorts. In
particular, mice were divided into 2 groups (control and properly treated
ones) and each group was further divided into 3 subgroups for a total of 6
mice for each cohort (Scheme 1) The 3 control subgroups were as follows:
i) untreated mice (NT), COHORT 1(NT), ii) mice treated with sonosensi-
tive lipHosomes loaded with sodium bicarbonate (LipH HCO3

−, indicated
as LB cohort), no insonation, COHORT 2(LB), iii) mice administered with
sonosensitive lipHosomes loaded with NaCl (Lip-NaCl, indicated as LN
in the identification name of the cohort) and treated with ultrasound (in-
sonation in situ will be referred as U in the identification name of the co-
hort) COHORT 3 (LNU).

In the second group, the tumor bearing mice were divided into 3 sub-
groups: i) mice injected with lipH HCO3

− and insonated on the primary tu-
mor lesion, COHORT 4(LBU), ii) mice treated with LipH HCO3

− and sub-
jected to ultrasonic treatment on the tumor and on the pulmonary artery
(insonation in the pulmonary artery will be referred as A in the identifica-
tion name of the cohort), COHORT 5(LBUA), iii) mice treated with lipHo-
some encapsulating sodium phosphate at pH 10.0 instead of HCO3

− (Lip
HPO4

2−, referred as LP in the identification name of the cohort) with a
double insonation, first on the tumor and then on the pulmonary artery,
COHORT 6(LPUA).

The involvement of the last group was deemed useful in order to assess
that the observed effect was associated to the buffering capacity induced
by the release of the basic payload from the insonated liposomes rather
than other unknown mechanism (Scheme 1).

Treatments were performed every four days for 10 days and the tumor
growth was measured by caliper (D×d2/2; D= longer diameter, d= shorter
diameter).

In Vivo Experiments—Protocol for In Vivo Local Insonation: In order to
perform in vivo release of LipHosomes, the skin of the used BALB/C mice
was shaved in the local areas one day before the treatment. The piezoelec-
tric transducer was placed on the skin at the tumor region or at the level
of the pulmonary artery and ultrasound gel was used as ultrasonic waves
transmission medium. The low intensity pulsed ultrasound was applied
for 90 seconds at the intensity of 2 W cm−2 and the acoustic pressure
of 0.25 MPa immediately after the injection of 0.17 mmol kg−1 sodium
bicarbonate loaded in liposomes. The area involved in the treatment did
not show ultrasound-induced damage, according to mechanical index that
was estimated at 0.25. The therapeutic protocol was designed as follows:
mice with 60 mm3 mass volume were enrolled in the experiment, the treat-
ment was performed on days 0, 3, and 7 and the effect of the treatment
on the primary tumor growth was evaluated by caliper measurements. The
treatment consisted of the i.v. administration of lipHosomes at the dose
of 0.17 mmol kg−1 NaHCO3 (corresponding to 0.3 mmol kg−1 of phos-
pholipids) followed by the application of low frequency US directly on the
tumor mass and at the pulmonary artery to induce a pH increase in the
lungs, where this type of tumor is known to metastatize, thus creating
an unfavorable engrafting environment (Figure 8). This treatment was re-
peated three times during ten days. On tenth day the tumor was surgically
explanted. Four days after the surgery, the mice were again treated with li-

pHUS and insonated in the surgical area on day 14, day 17, and day 19. The
purpose of the applied treatment was to prevent the tumor recurrence af-
ter surgery. On day 21 the mice were sacrificed. The effect of the treatment
on metastases formation was evaluated 21 days after the first liposomal
administration (day 0).

In Vivo Experiments—In Vivo MRI pH Mapping of the Tumor Microen-
vironment: MRI-CEST images were acquired on a Bruker Advance Neo
(Bruker BioSpin, Ettlingen, Germany) 7T MRI scanner equipped with a
quadrature 1H coil. As reported by Longo et al.,[60] Z-spectra were acquired
using a multi-slice single-shot RARE sequence with centric encoding (typi-
cal setting TR/TE/NEX= 11 000 ms/4.1 ms/1) preceded by a 3 μT cw block
presaturation pulse for 5 s and by a fat-suppression module. A series of 47
frequencies were saturated to acquire a CEST spectrum in the frequency
offset range ±10 ppm. Eight slices were acquired with a slice thickness =
1.5 mm and an acquisition matrix of 96 × 96 reconstructed to 128 × 128
with a field of view of 30 × 30 mm2 (in-plane spatial resolution = 234 μm).

MR-CEST images were repeated two times, before and after Iopami-
dol intravenous injection (dose = 4 g Iodine/(kg body weight)) before the
US treatment and then repeated again right after the US treatment with a
second dose of Iopamidol (dose = 0.8 g Iodine/(kg body weight)).

All CEST images were analyzed using in-house scripts implemented in
MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA).[60] Briefly, the Z-spectra
were interpolated, on a voxel-by-voxel basis, by smoothing splines, B0-shift
corrected and saturation transfer efficiency (ST%) was measured by punc-
tual analysis. Difference contrast maps (ΔST%) were calculated by sub-
tracting the CEST contrast after iopamidol injection from the CEST con-
trast before the injection on a per voxel basis to reduce the confounding
effect of the endogenous contributions. Extracellular tumor pH (pHe) val-
ues were calculated in vivo by applying the ratiometric procedure and the
calculated tumor pHe maps were superimposed onto the anatomical ref-
erence image.

Statistical Analysis: Each experiment was repeated independently
three times. The results were presented as mean ± standard deviation.
Statistical analyses of in vivo experiments were performed using Graph-
Pad Prism software by two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test and one-way
ANOVA with Newman–Keuls’s test. One-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s post-
hoc was performed to compare the metastases number of treated to the
untreated group of and to compare the therapeutic effect of single ultra-
sound treatments to the double ultrasound applications.

Significant differences between two groups were assessed by unpaired
Student’s t-test. Significance was settled at the 5% level. p-value < 0.05
was marked as *, p-value < 0.01 was marked as **, and p-value < 0.001
was marked as ***.
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